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Certified Facilities and Full-
Fledged Capabilities

The company consists of a main office 
in Taipei, three ISO-9001 and IATF-16949 
certified production facilities in Kaohsiung, 
Taiwan, and an 800,000 square feet vertically-
integrated factory in Zhejiang, China, all 
connected and managed by the same SAP 
ERP system. In addition, JC Grand owns 
and operates an A2LA certified (ISO-17025) 
mechanical testing laboratory in Kaohsiung. 
Technical staff and internal production covers 
fastener design, cold heading, self-drilling 
point forming, continuous line heat treatment 
(neutral, carburizing and carbo-nitriding), 
optical and roller sorting, washer assembly. 
custom packaging and logistics.

New Surface Coating Factory Opened
As of 2022, JC Grand has opened and is currently operating a new, 

surface coating factory in Kaohsiung focused on the prevention of 
fastener corrosion in severe outdoor environments. This facility has two 
principal workflows and equipment: the base coating cold welds, diffuses 
and seals proprietary multi-metal powders onto the fastener substrate, 
and the other applies thermoset organic topcoats and friction modifiers 
on top of the base coat via automated dip-spin lines.

It dispatches more than 300 containers (4500+ tons) of fasteners 
every month to over forty countries and employ more than 300 sales 
and factory personnel. It is equipped to produce both standard and 
customized fasteners that meet all industrial requirements.

Worldwide Service for Various Industrial 
Demands

Whether you are an industrial manufacturer, OEM or wholesale 
distributor, professional contractor supplier, or retail-focused operation, 
it understands your needs and has the experience and capability to 
consistently meet them. Its goal is to establish and maintain a long-term, 
mutually-beneficial relationship with its customers, and to provide a level 
of service that exceeds expectations.

Select industry supply experience

* Professional Construction    
* Retail Packaged DIY Fasteners     
* Home & Commercial Appliances
* HVAC (Heating, Ventilation, Air-Conditioning)    
* Electrical Fixtures & Lighting
* Machinery & Motors   
* Automotive

Contact: Jon Hodowany
Email: sales@jcgrand.com

JC Grand is a leading manufacturer and 
exporter of industrial fasteners and metal hardware components. Since 1978, JC Grand has been serving customers globally with 
an extensive line of high quality screws, nuts, bolts, washers, anchors, and customized hardware products from its wholly-owned 
factories in Taiwan and China. All of its locations are ISO 9001 certified, and singularly focused on delivering products and 
services of exceptionally consistent quality to its clients worldwide.

www.jcgrand.com 
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